Molecular simulation investigation on the interaction between barrier-to-autointegration factor or its Gly25Glu mutant and DNA.
In order to understand the binding mechanism between Barrier-to-autointegration factor (BAF) and DNA, two DNA:BAF complexes with wild type (WT) BAF and its Gly25Glu point mutate type (MT) were generated by molecular docking on the basis of the crystal structures of BAF (PDB code: 2ODG, chain A) and DNA (PDB code: 2BZF, chain B and C). Then, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on the two docked structures, as well as BAF (WT) and BAF (MT). The results show that monomer BAF is more flexible than BAF in DNA:BAF complex, suggesting that DNA is effective to stabilize conformation of BAF, which is in good agreement with the experimental results. Besides, the mutated Glu25 in DNA:BAF (MT) can change the BAF conformation to some extent. With deeper investigation on the DNA:BAF structures, the hydrogen bonds are found to make great contribution to the interaction between DNA and BAF. The hydrogen bonds in DNA:BAF (MT) are fewer than those in DNA:BAF (WT), indicating that the Gly25Glu mutation in BAF has an important effect on the hydrogen bonds in the DNA:BAF complex. Besides, the binding free energy in DNA:BAF (MT) is also higher than that in DNA:BAF (WT). It results from the influence of Glu25 side chain on the orientation of Lys6 and Lys33 in the interface between DNA and BAF. The binding free energy of Lys72, another key residue, decreases a lot in DNA:BAF (MT) anomalously. The decreasing energy causes the destruction of hydrophobic pocket in the binding site between DNA and BAF (MT). Our results are helpful for further experimental investigations.